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Abstract
We present an empirical challenge to two closely related claims about the expressivity of phonological
grammars. The first is Jardine’s (2016) assertion that only tonal spreading patterns can be unbounded
circumambient, meaning that the determination of a phonological value may depend on information that
is an unbounded distance away on both sides. The second is Wilson’s (2003, 2006) claim that segmental
spreading processes are myopic, meaning that they are unable to ‘look ahead’ to see if they will be blocked
and thus stop spreading at a potentially unbounded distance from the blocking condition. We focus on
a demonstration that the ATR harmony pattern found in Tutrugbu (McCollum and Essegbey 2018) is
unbounded circumambient and therefore non-myopic, and we also cite several other segmental spreading
processes with the same general character. Implications for the complexity of phonology are discussed.
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Introduction

Phonological theories (of the ‘free-standing’ variety; Prince 2007) make typological claims, predictions about
what are and what are not possible phonological patterns. Much work has been devoted to questions about the
expressivity of a given phonological theory. Is the theory powerful enough to correctly predict the existence
of a given attested pattern? — and if not, how can the theory’s expressive power be appropriately extended?
Is the theory so powerful that it incorrectly predicts the existence of an unattested, potentially ‘pathological’
pattern? — and if so, how can the theory’s expressive power be appropriately constrained?
Recent work has approached this question from the perspective of formal language theory, aiming
to characterize particular attested or unattested phonological patterns in terms of well-defined, theoryindependent computational classes of string sets (formal languages) or mappings between string sets (string
functions): any given pattern can be characterized by the minimum level of complexity (expressivity) required
to capture it. The larger goal of this work is to formally delimit the boundary between possible (qua attested)
and impossible (qua unattested) patterns. Heinz (2011a, b, 2018), Heinz and Lai (2013), and Jardine (2016),
among others, have advanced the broad hypothesis that phonological patterns are SUBREGULAR, meaning
that they can be characterized by computational classes that are strictly less expressive than the class of
regular string relations, which characterizes the expressivity of ordered SPE-style rewrite rules (Johnson
1972, Kaplan and Kay 1994). Figure 1 summarizes some subregular function classes and points to some
relevant examples, including the example that is the empirical focus of this article, Tutrugbu ATR harmony
(McCollum and Essegbey 2018).
Chandlee (2014, §7.1) and Heinz (2018, §6.2.1) note that the vast majority of phonological patterns
appear to be contained within the innermost, least expressive classes of the subregular hierarchy. However,
there are some patterns that are relatively more complex, and Heinz and Lai (2013) and Jardine (2016)
contend that the most complex segmental patterns require no more expressivity than what is afforded by
WEAKLY DETERMINISTIC regular functions. These types of patterns include prototypical bidirectional
harmony processes. In contrast, Jardine (2016) demonstrates that a number of tonal spreading patterns are
more complex than this. These patterns all require at least NON-DETERMINISTIC regular functions to describe,
and all exhibit UNBOUNDED CIRCUMAMBIENCE, a dependence on information (e.g. spreading triggers and
blocking conditions) that are an unbounded distance from the spreading target in both directions.
In what are perhaps more familiar terms, these unbounded circumambient patterns are NON-MYOPIC
(Wilson 2003, 2006; see also Finley 2008, Walker 2010, Kimper 2012, Stanton 2018). A spreading pattern is
non-myopic if the presence of a blocking condition can result in spreading being blocked at some distance from
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Figure 1 Some regions of the subregular hierarchy of string-to-string mappings, with phonological examples.
Examples of input strictly local functions (ISL) include nasal place assimilation and metathesis (Chandlee
2014); examples of subsequential functions (SSQ) include unidirectional harmony (Heinz and Lai 2013) and
dissimilation (Payne 2017); examples of weakly deterministic functions (WD) include bidirectional harmony
(Heinz and Lai 2013); examples of non-deterministic functions (ND) include unbounded circumambient
processes (Jardine 2016); examples of regular relations (RR) include optional iterativity (Heinz 2018).
the location of the blocking condition, as opposed to at the blocking condition itself. In the descriptively most
straightforward type of case, spreading is simply not triggered when there is a blocking segment anywhere
in the form; this is a (hypothetical) type of pattern dubbed SOUR GRAPES (Wilson 2003, 2006, adapting a
term from Padgett 1995). The Tutrugbu ATR harmony pattern is a variation on sour grapes, as can be seen in
the comparison between the pairs of forms in (1). ATR generally spreads leftward from the root to prefixes,
targeting both [+high] and [−high] vowels, as shown by the examples in (1a,b). When the initial prefix vowel
is [+high], however, harmony is blocked by [−high] vowels, as shown by the forms in (1c,d). In other words,
the surface realization of the medial vowels in (1a-d) depends on both the ATR value of the root and the
presence or absence of an initial-syllable [+high] vowel. We demonstrate that this pattern is non-deterministic
in exactly the same way that the tonal spreading patterns discussed by Jardine (2016) are, because this pattern
also satisfies Jardine’s criteria for unbounded circumambience.
(1)

Tutrugbu ATR harmony
a. a-tÍ-ba-bá ‘3S-NEG-FUT-come’
b. e-tí-be-Sē ‘3S-NEG-FUT-grow’

c.
d.

I-tÍ-ba-bá
I-tÍ-ba-Sē

‘1S-NEG-FUT-come’
‘1S-NEG-FUT-grow’

The article is structured as follows. In §2, we introduce ATR harmony in Tutrugbu. In §3, we show
that Tutrugbu ATR harmony satisfies Jardine’s (2016) definition of an unbounded circumambient process
and Wilson’s (2003, 2006) definition of non-myopic spreading. We introduce the computational machinery
necessary to account for unbounded circumambient processes in §4, providing examples for three germane
complexity classes within the subregular hierarchy: subsequential, weakly deterministic, and non-deterministic.
In §5, we provide a finite-state analysis of Tutrugbu ATR harmony and show that it is non-deterministic. In
§6 we discuss other examples of unbounded circumambient segmental patterns, and the implications of these
findings for explaining the typology of phonological complexity. We conclude the article in §7.

§2 Tutrugbu ATR harmony
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Tutrugbu ATR harmony

Tutrugbu is a Ghana-Togo Mountain language (Kwa) spoken in southeastern Ghana. The data for this article
come from formal elicitation as well as a documentary corpus of natural speech.1

2.1

Data

Tutrugbu has an inventory of nine oral vowels, /a O o U u E e I i/, with contrasts in height, backness, rounding,
and ATR. As Essegbey (2009) notes, there are only seven surface vowels in the language. The vowels we
transcribe as high [−ATR] vowels, /U/ and /I/, always surface as mid vowels, [O] and [E], but pattern as high
vowels. To make their phonological status clear we will transcribe them as [U] and [I] throughout; see also
McCollum and Essegbey (2019) and McCollum and Essegbey (2018). We defend this abstract analysis in
§2.3.2 below. Nasal counterparts of these oral vowels are also phonemic in the language, and they behave just
like oral vowels with respect to ATR harmony. ATR harmony proceeds from right to left in Tutrugbu, from
roots to prefixes. Suffixation is rare, and suffixes do not generally undergo harmony.
Observe the ATR pairings demonstrated by regressive harmony on noun class prefixes in (2). In (2a),
prefixal [a] alternates with [e], while in (2b) [O] alternates with [o]. In (2c), [I] alternates with [i], and finally,
in (2d), [U] alternates with [u]. Note that [E] does not occur in affixes. We analyze [+ATR] as the active (or
dominant) feature value in the language, assigning affixes a [−ATR] value underlyingly.
(2)

ATR harmony in nouns
Class
a.
1
/a-ñI/
b.
3
/O-da/
c.
4
/I-da/
d.
8
/bU-wI/

[−ATR]
[a-ñI]
[O-da]
[I-da]
[bU-wI]

Gloss
‘C1-man’
‘C3-copper’
‘C4-copper’
‘C8-axe’

/a-bú/
/O-pétē/
/I-pétē/
/bU-ju/

[+ATR]
[e-bú]
[o-pétē]
[i-pétē]
[bu-ju]

Gloss
‘C1-dog’
‘C3-vulture’
‘C4-vulture’
‘C8-war’

Noun class prefixes undergo ATR harmony, but concatenating more prefixes to a nominal root is not
possible. Verbal morphology on the other hand allows for more morphological complexity. In (3) we see that
words with only [+high] prefix vowels show full harmony. In (3a–c), [−ATR] roots are preceded by [−ATR]
prefixes, while in (3d–f), [+ATR] roots are preceded by [+ATR] prefixes.
(3)

ATR harmony on [+high] prefixes
[−ATR]
Gloss
a. /I-tÍ-bá/
[I-tÍ-bá]
‘1S-NEG-come’
b. /bU-tÍ-bá/ [bU-tÍ-bá] ‘1P-NEG-come’
c. /kI-tÍ-bá/ [kI-tÍ-bá] ‘C5-NEG-come’

d.
e.
f.

/I-tÍ-Sē/
/bU-tÍ-Sē/
/kI-tÍ-Sē

[+ATR]
[i-tí-Sē]
[bu-tí-Sē]
[ki-tí-Sē]

Gloss
‘1S-NEG-grow’
‘1P-NEG-grow’
‘C5-NEG-grow’

Full harmony also obtains when all prefix vowels are [−high], as shown in (4). In (4d–f), [+ATR] roots
propagate their [+ATR] feature to the left edge of the word. Note also in (4c,f) that [−high] round vowels in
the initial syllable trigger progressive rounding harmony in the pre-verbal domain (McCollum and Essegbey
2019). Rounding harmony is triggered by and targets [−high] vowels; high vowels are transparent.
(4)

1

ATR harmony on [−high] prefixes
[−ATR]
Gloss
a. /a-ba-bá/
[a-ba-bá]
‘3S-FUT-come’
b. /ka-ba-bá/ [ka-ba-bá] ‘C7-FUT-come’
c. /O-ba-bá/
[O-bO-bá]
‘2S-FUT-come’

d.
e.
f.

/a-ba-Sē/
/ka-ba-Sē/
/O-ba-Sē/

[+ATR]
[e-be-Sē]
[ke-be-Sē]
[o-bo-Sē]

Gloss
‘3S-FUT-grow’
‘C7-FUT-grow’
‘2S-FUT-grow’

The same pattern of harmony is also attested in Tafi, a closely related language (Bobuafor 2013), as discussed in §6.2.1.
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In (3) and (4), all prefix vowels agree in [±high]. Harmony in forms with prefix vowels of differing values
of [±high] is shown in (5). The initial-syllable vowel is [−high] in these examples, as it is in (4), and harmony
obtains throughout the word.
(5)

ATR harmony on varying-height prefixes and a [−high] initial prefix
[−ATR] Root
Gloss
a. /a-tÍ-ba-bá/
[a-tÍ-ba-bá]
‘3S-NEG-FUT-come’
b. /O-tÍ-ba-bá/
[O-tÍ-bO-bá]
‘2S-NEG-FUT-come’
c. /ka-tÍ-ba-bá/ [ka-tÍ-ba-bá] ‘C7-NEG-FUT-come’
[+ATR] Root
Gloss
d. /a-tÍ-ba-Sē/
[e-tí-be-Sē]
‘3S-NEG-FUT-grow’
e. /O-tÍ-ba-Sē/
[o-tí-bo-Sē]
‘2S-NEG-FUT-grow’
f. /ka-tÍ-ba-Sē/ [ke-tí-be-Sē] ‘C7-NEG-FUT-grow’

In contrast to the previous examples, [−high] vowels block harmony if the vowel in the initial syllable is
[+high]. Regardless of the root’s ATR value, the vowel of the [−high] FUT prefix and all preceding vowels
surface as [−ATR] under this condition, as shown in (6).
(6)

ATR (dis)harmony on varying-height prefixes and a [+high] initial prefix
[−ATR] Root
Gloss
a. /I-ba-bá/
[I-ba-bá]
‘1S-FUT-come’
b. /bU-ba-bá/
[bU-ba-bá] ‘1P-FUT-come’
c. /kI-ba-bá/
[kI-ba-bá] ‘C5-FUT-come’
[+ATR] Root
Gloss
d. /I-ba-Sē/
[I-ba-Sē]
‘1S-FUT-grow’
e. /bU-ba-Sē/
[bU-ba-Sē] ‘1P-FUT-grow’
f. /kI-ba-Sē/
[kI-ba-Sē]
‘C5-FUT-grow’

The above examples show that the [−high] vowel blocks harmony when the initial-syllable vowel is
[+high]. In these examples, the [−high] vowel immediately precedes the root, but the language does allow at
least one [+high] prefix to intervene between a root and a [−high] vowel. In words with a [+ATR] root, a
[+high] initial-syllable vowel, and a medial [−high] prefix vowel (satisfying the two conditions necessary to
block harmony), a [+high] prefix vowel intervening between the root and the medial [−high] vowel undergoes
harmony, as shown in (7). In (7a,b), the itive prefix alternates based on the ATR value of the root, establishing
that this particular morpheme regularly undergoes harmony. In (7c,d), this prefix is the only one to undergo
harmony. In essence, harmony spreads as far as the blocking [−high] vowel, and then stops.
(7)

Partial ATR harmony on [+high] prefixes
a. /I-dI-tÓ/
[I-dI-tÓ]
‘1S-ITIVE-cook’
b. /I-dI-wu/
[i-di-wu]
‘1S-ITIVE-climb’
c. /I-ba-dI-wu/
[I-ba-di-wu]
‘1S-FUT-ITIVE-climb’
d. /bU-ba-dI-wu/ [bU-ba-di-wu] ‘1P-FUT-ITIVE-climb’

This is distinct from the canonical definition of ‘sour grapes’ harmony, in that partial harmony up to the
first part of the blocking condition (the [−high] vowel) is grammatical. However, once a [−high] vowel is
encountered, the entire string of prefixes left of and including the [−high] vowel either all undergo harmony
or none do, depending on the presence of the second part of the blocking condition (the initial [+high] vowel).
This is consistent with the essence of sour grapes harmony.
The data above show that [−high] vowels are CONDITIONAL BLOCKERS: they block harmony only in the
presence of an initial-syllable [+high] vowel. Two [+high] vowel prefixes do not block harmony, as in (3),

§2.2 Variation
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and two [−high] vowel prefixes do not block harmony, as in (4) and (5). It is only the combination of an
initial-syllable [+high] vowel and a medial [−high] vowel that blocks harmony. In other words, the realization
of a [−high] prefix vowel depends not only on the ATR value of the vowel in the immediately following
morpheme (the root, or a prefix closer to the root), but also on the [±high] value of the initial-syllable vowel.
In (6) and (7), the initial-syllable [+high] vowel and the medial [−high] vowel are in adjacent syllables.
In (8) below we see that harmony is blocked by the co-presence of these two conditions, even when separated
by a number of intervening syllables.2
(8)

Unbounded conditional blocking of ATR harmony
Context
Example
a. no #[+high] prefix [e-tí-wu]
b. no [−high] prefix
[i-tí-wu]
c. adjacent
[I-ba-wu]
d. 1𝜎 gap
[I-tÍ-ka-wu]
e. 2𝜎 gap
[I-tÍ-ka-a-wu]
f. 3𝜎 gap
[I-tÍ-ka-a-ba-wu]
g. 4𝜎 gap
[I-tÍ-ka-a-ba-ba-wu]
#
h. no [+high] prefix [e-tí-ke-e-be-be-wu]

Gloss
‘3S-NEG-climb’
‘1S-NEG-climb’
‘1S-FUT-climb’
‘1S-NEG-PFV-climb’
‘1S-NEG-PFV-PROG-climb’
‘1S-NEG-PFV-PROG-VENT-climb’
‘1S-NEG-PFV-PROG-VENT-VENT-climb’
‘3S-NEG-PFV-PROG-VENT-VENT-climb’

Tutrugbu ATR harmony is blocked only when two conditions are met: one, the initial-syllable vowel is
[+high], and two, another prefix vowel is [−high], as in (8c–g). When only one of these conditions is met
— as in (8a,b,h) — harmony obtains. In (8c), the [+high] initial-syllable vowel and [−high] prefix vowel
are adjacent, and harmony fails. In (8d–g), one, two, three, and four syllables intervene between these two
interacting conditions on harmony. Thus, the blocking of regressive ATR harmony depends on decidedly
non-local information — the [±high] value of the initial-syllable vowel — and the presence of a [−high]
prefix vowel, which may occur a number of syllables from the initial syllable with no principled upper bound.

2.2

Variation

Before moving on to the analysis, there is an additional aspect of the pattern worth noting. Essegbey (2009,
p. 40) describes variation in the blocking context. When an initial-syllable [+high] prefix is followed by a
medial [−high] prefix, the [−high] prefix and all preceding prefixes may surface as [−ATR], as shown in (9a).
(Note: Essegbey’s /E/ = our /I/.) Yet as shown in (9b), the initial-syllable [+high] prefix may also surface
as [+ATR] although the following [−high] prefix is [−ATR]. Finally, in (9c), the [−high] vowel undergoes
harmony when the initial-syllable vowel is [−high], just as in our data above, with no variation.
(9)

Variable behavior of medial /a/ (Essegbey 2009, p. 40)
a. /E-ba-téNú vE/
[E-ba-téNú vE] ‘1S-FUT-be.able go’
b. /E-ba-téNú vE/
[i-ba-téNú vE] ‘1S-FUT-be.able go’
c. /a-ba-téNú vE/
[e-be-téNú vE] ‘3S-FUT-be.able go’

According to Essegbey (2009, p. 40), only “some speakers” judge both (9a,b) as grammatical. In the
pattern most widely attested in our data, the medial [−high] vowel conditionally blocks harmony, preventing
[+ATR] from spreading to prefixes further from the root. In the case of (9b), Essegbey suggests that harmony
skips the [−high] vowel to target the initial-syllable [+high] vowel. This in turn suggests that for these
speakers, the medial [−high] vowel is (optionally) conditionally transparent. We have very little data on
conditional transparency when more than one [+high] vowel occurs to the left of medial /a/, but preliminary
2

The following are rough translations of the examples in (8): (a) “S/he does not climb”; (b) “I do not climb”; (c) “I will climb”; (d)
“I no longer climb”; (e) “I am no longer climbing”; (f) “I am no longer coming to climb”; (g) “I am no longer coming to climb
(defiant)”; (h) “S/he is no longer coming to climb (defiant)”.
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data suggests that all [+high] vowels are realized as [+ATR] for speakers exhibiting conditional transparency.
In any event, note that for both patterns the realization of medial /a/ depends on both the initial-syllable
vowel to its left and the root vowel to its right, even when either or both of these dependencies is long-distance.

2.3
2.3.1

Analysis
Active value

We noted earlier that we assume [+ATR] to be the active feature value in Tutrugbu. Determining which
feature value is active, as van der Hulst and van der Weijer (1995, p. 504) notes, can be challenging in patterns
of root-controlled harmony. That being said, several facts point to [+ATR] being the active feature value in
Tutrugbu (see also Casali 2012 on diagnosing feature value activity). First, when a vowel is not assimilated to
the ATR value of the root, it always surfaces as [−ATR]. In the examples in (8c–g), for example, all prefix
vowels surface as [−ATR] because both parts of the blocking condition are present. Additionally, morphemes
to the right of the root do not generally undergo harmony, surfacing as [−ATR], as shown in (10). In (10a,b),
the plural suffix, which may only attach to human roots, surfaces as [-alI] regardless of the root’s ATR value.
In (10c–f), the definite enclitic surfaces as [=Í] irrespective of the root’s ATR value.
(10)

Invariant [−ATR] suffixes
a. /a-ka-alI/ [a-ka-alI]
b. /a-lẽ-alI/
[e-lẽ-alI]
c. /a-dzˇĨ=Í/ [a-dzˇĨ=Í]
d. /a-ñÍ=Í/
[a-ñÍ=Í]
e. /O-sí=Í/
[o-sí=Í]
f. /ka-dé=Í/ [ke-dé=Í]

‘C1-father-PL’
‘C1-mother-PL’
‘C1-woman=DEF’
‘C1-man=DEF’
‘C3-tree=DEF’
‘C7-back=DEF’

In other words, when harmony does not apply, affix vowels surface as [−ATR], which is good evidence that
[+ATR] is active. For Akan, Casali (2012) suggests that cross-word harmony and the form of the independent
pronouns further support the activity of [+ATR]. As in Akan, [+ATR] may optionally spread across word
boundaries in Tutrugbu, as shown in (11). As far as we are aware, this phrasal ATR harmony may only target
[+high] vowels. In (11a), the [+ATR] root /bwi/ ‘issue’ triggers harmony on the prefix /kI/, and in (11b),
this same root triggers harmony on both its prefix and the preceding object pronoun, /mI/. Observe that
the verb, /bh ItI/ ‘do’ is unaffected by phrasal harmony here, and is realized with its underlying [−ATR]
specification. And yet, in (11c), /bwi/ triggers harmony on its prefix and the preceding verb, /bh ItI/ ‘do’.
In this context, the underlyingly [−ATR] vowels of the verb are assimilated to the [+ATR] value of /bwi/.
Similarly, in (11d), the verb /sI/ ‘say’ is unaffected by the ATR value of the following root, surfacing as
[−ATR]. In (11e), though, this verb undergoes harmony from the following verb root /ãi/, and is pronounced
as [si]. In both sets of examples, verbs that are underlyingly [−ATR] optionally undergo phrasal [+ATR]
harmony. While phrasal [+ATR] spreading is widespread in our data, [−ATR] spreading is unattested.
(11)

Phrasal [+ATR] spreading
a. /gI bO-bh ItI kI-bwi/
b. /bh ItI mI kI-bwi/
c. /kI-bh ItI kI-bwi/
d. /pI a-sI ba-baãi/
e. /I-sI i-ãi ko/

[gI bO-bh ItI ki-bwi]
[bh ItI mi ki-bwi]
[kI-bh iti ki-bwi]
[pI a-sI be-be-ãi]
[i-si i-ãi ko]

‘REL 1P-do C5-issue’
‘do 1S.OBJ C5-issue’
‘C5-do C5-issue’
‘then 3S-say 3P-FUT-look’
‘1S-say 1S-look just’

Casali (2012) also considers the independent form of the personal pronouns to be indicative of the
underlying ATR value of harmonic affixes more generally. Independent pronouns occur as separate words,
while their dependent counterparts occur as prefixes. In Akan, the independent forms are all [−ATR],
supporting the claim that [−ATR] is the unmarked, underlying form of alternating affixes. This same
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generalization holds for Tutrugbu. Independent pronouns are very similar to their dependent (prefixal)
counterparts in segmental form, and in all cases surface with [−ATR] vowels (12). According to Casali’s
diagnostics, the [−ATR] status of the independent pronouns lends further support to [+ATR] spreading.
(12)

2.3.2

Independent and dependent subject pronouns
Independent Dependent Gloss
a. [mI]
[I]~[i]
1S
b. [wO]
[O]~[o]
2S
c. [jI]
[a]~[e]
3S
d. [bUlU]
[bU]~[bu] 1P
e. [wOnO]
[nO]~[no]
2P
f. [balI]
[ba]~[be]
3P
Abstract vowels

As noted at the beginning of §2.1, we assume that Tutrugbu has a nine-vowel inventory requiring two abstract
[+high, −ATR] vowels, /I U/, which are phonetically realized as mid [E O] but which we consistently represent
as [I U] in our examples. This abstract analysis is justified for several reasons.
First, these vowels pattern consistently as [+high] with respect to rounding harmony. In (5b,e), even the
[−ATR] allomorph of the negation prefix, which is phonetically mid (but transcribed in (5b) as [tÍ]), does
not undergo progressive rounding harmony, and we can attribute this to the fact that rounding harmony only
targets [−high] vowels. Rounding harmony is also only triggered by [−high] vowels, and so the abstract high
vowel /U/ of the first-person plural prefix does not trigger rounding harmony on the future prefix in (6b) or
(7d), despite being phonetically mid.
Along with their inertness as triggers and targets of rounding harmony, the phonological status of these
vowels is evident in their actual ATR alternations. For example, the second-person singular prefix alternates
between phonetic [O] and [o] while the first-person plural prefix alternates between phonetic [bO] and [bu]
(our phonological surface [bU] and [bu]). If, as we have argued in §2.3.1, [−ATR] is the underlying feature
value, its [+ATR] counterpart is not able to be inferred from its faithful phonetic realization. Specifically,
which phonetic [O] alternates with [o], and which alternates with [u]? This problem appears insurmountable
if both [O] that alternates with [o] and [O] that alternates with [u] are treated equivalently.
We have thus chosen to mark the vowels that alternate with [+high, +ATR] vowels as [+high], but this is
not the only possible analysis. One alternative is to underlyingly specify the vowels we’ve analyzed as /I
U/ as [+ATR] /i u/. Possible support for this alternative comes from speakers who (optionally) produce
the pattern of conditional transparency described in §2.2. Recall that when a medial [−high] vowel and an
initial-syllable [+high] vowel co-occur, these speakers may produce the [+high] vowel(s) as [+ATR], despite
the [−high] vowel surfacing as [−ATR] [a]. A possible alternative to the conditional transparency analysis is
that in this context, prefix vowels to the left of blocking [a] may surface in accordance with their underlying
ATR specifications. For these speakers, at least, there would be a seven-vowel system, with [+high] vowels
underlyingly specified as [+ATR] in contrast with the [−high] vowels. Note that regardless of whether
the conditional transparency analysis or this alternative is correct, the generalization stands that harmony
is blocked when an initial-syllable [+high] vowel co-occurs with a medial [−high] vowel, in unbounded
circumambient fashion.
A seven-vowel analysis with underlying /i u/ cannot account for the phrasal [+ATR] harmony described
in (11), however. As noted above, in all those examples, the verb roots are clearly [−ATR], but may surface
as [+ATR] if followed by a [+ATR] word. Since these are roots, and not affixes, one cannot simply stipulate
that the vowels in a word like /bh ItI/ ‘do’ are [+ATR]. This verb root is always preceded by [−ATR] prefixes
in our data, even in (11c) where it undergoes phrasal [+ATR] harmony. This brings us back to the original
point: one cannot infer the [+ATR] counterpart of the vowels in question if they are underlyingly specified as
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[−high, −ATR]. If the vowels in /bh ItI/ are simply [−high, −ATR], then why do these vowels surface as [i]
and not [e] when affected by phrasal [+ATR] harmony? To account for these facts, one must analyze these
vowels as underlyingly [+high]. Since phrasal harmony prevents one from assuming that they are [+high,
+ATR], the best analysis requires a nine-vowel inventory with two abstract [+high, −ATR] vowels.
One final typological point is worth mentioning here. As an anonymous reviewer notes, African languages
in which the [+high] vowels exhibit ATR contrasts show almost exclusive [+ATR] dominance, whereas
languages in which the [+high] vowels exhibit no ATR contrasts show no clear typological tendencies (Casali
2003, 2008, 2012, 2016, 2017, Rose 2018). Despite historical changes to its vowel inventory, Tutrugbu
vowels pattern like those in neighboring Tafi, which has maintained what we take to be the proto-language’s
nine-vowel inventory with an ATR contrast among the high vowels (see also Essegbey 2009, p. 40). The
structure of the [−high] portion of the inventory is somewhat distinct from canonical African nine-vowel
systems: the low vowel /a/ pairs with mid /e/, whereas in most nine-vowel systems the low vowel has no
harmonic pair. If the presence of contrastive ATR values for the [+high] vowels is predictive of feature value
activity, our nine-vowel analysis is consistent with the expected dominance of [+ATR] in an African language
with nine phonological vowels.

3

Unbounded circumambience

The Tutrugbu ATR harmony pattern described in the previous section instantiates a particular kind of
non-myopic phonological process that Jardine (2016) dubs unbounded circumambient, defined in (13).
(13)

An unbounded circumambient process is a process:
a. whose application is dependent on information (e.g. the presence of
a trigger or blocker) on both sides of the target;
b. in which, on both sides, there is no bound on how far this information
may be from the target.

[= circumambient]
[= unbounded]

In Tutrugbu, the surface quality of prefix vowels is dependent on three factors: the ATR value of the root,
the height of the initial prefix vowel, and the presence or absence of a medial non-high prefix vowel. As
shown in (8), there appears to be no bound on the potential distance between these three factors; the only
constraint on their distance is the productivity of the language’s morphology. For these reasons, Tutrugbu
ATR harmony satisfies the criteria for unbounded circumambience.
Compared to the patterns previously identified as unbounded circumambient, Tutrugbu ATR harmony
stands out as a segmental as opposed to a tonal process. In fact, for Jardine (2016), one reason to single out
unbounded circumambient processes as a class is to characterize a typological asymmetry between tonal and
segmental phenomena, namely that unbounded circumambience is more prevalent (if not unique) among tonal
processes than among segmental processes. Jardine (2016) attributes this asymmetry to the computational
expressivity required to describe unbounded circumambient patterns. He argues that tonal patterns are capable
of commanding greater computational expressivity than segmental patterns are, and thus concludes that tone
should be viewed as an exception to hypotheses concerning the upper bound on the expressivity of phonology.
In the following section, we briefly review these hypotheses and introduce the computational machinery
necessary to capture unbounded circumambient processes.

4

Computational requirements for unbounded circumambience

The expressivity of phonological grammars comprising ordered SPE-style rewrite rules (Chomsky and
Halle 1968) corresponds to the class of regular string relations (Johnson 1972, Kaplan and Kay 1994).
However, many phonological input-output maps do not require the full expressivity of regular relations.
Synchronically attested metathesis, partial reduplication, consonant harmony and dissimilation patterns are
all SUBSEQUENTIAL (Chandlee et al. 2012, Chandlee and Heinz 2012, Payne 2017, Luo 2017). Moreover,
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Chandlee (2014)’s analysis of the PBase (Mielke 2007), a database of phonological patterns, shows that most
are describable using a highly restricted subclass of the subsequential functions.3 Finally, vowel harmony
patterns analyzed in Nevins (2010) have also been shown to be subsequential (Gainor et al. 2012), with
the sole exception of bidirectional harmony in Woleaian. For this reason, Gainor et al. (2012) argue that a
more restrictive hypothesis better captures the minimum computational expressivity necessary to describe
phonological patterns: the SUBSEQUENTIAL HYPOTHESIS (see also Heinz 2018).
Under this hypothesis, the most complex computational machinery necessary to model phonological
patterns is that of subsequential functions (perhaps first suggested by Mohri 1997, p. 279). However, Heinz and
Lai (2013) demonstrates that bidirectional stem-controlled and dominant-recessive vowel harmony patterns
are not subsequential, and propose instead that phonological patterns are at most weakly deterministic, a class
they tentatively define in terms of a restriction on compositions of two subsequential functions.
Jardine (2016) discusses a number of tonal patterns that are neither subsequential nor weakly deterministic,
and shows that this class of unbounded circumambient tonal patterns requires the strictly greater expressivity
of non-deterministic regular functions. Most significantly in the present context, Jardine (2016) argues that
there is a computational difference between tonal and segmental phonology: while segmental phonology
may be restricted to the class of subsequential functions and their weakly deterministic compositions, tonal
phonology requires the expressive power of non-deterministic regular functions.
While regular relations and their subclasses can be represented in many ways, including ordered SPE-style
rewrite rules, suitably restricted Optimality Theory grammars (Riggle 2004), and finite-state transducers
(FSTs), we represent such mappings as FSTs in this paper for two related reasons: much work characterizing
regular relations and their subclasses uses this formalism, and consequently, existing work on the complexity
of phonology does as well. FSTs represent string-to-string functions in a way that emphasizes incremental
calculation, proceeding symbol by symbol from one end of the input string to the other and restricting the
amount of information about the observed prefix of the input that can be ‘remembered’ while deciding what
to output at each step. Such differences in the amount and type of information a transducer is able to store can
define more vs. less expressive classes of transducers, which can in turn be used to describe differences in
the amount and type of information required to express different phonological patterns. For more detailed
introductions to finite state transducers and their relation to phonology, we refer the reader to Jardine (2016),
Kaplan and Kay (1994), and Mohri (1997). In the next three subsections we review definitions, key properties,
and attendent phonological examples of subsequential functions, weakly deterministic regular functions, and
non-deterministic regular functions.

4.1

Subsequentiality

A subsequential finite state transducer (FST) 𝜏 can be defined by eight parameters:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
3

, a finite set of states,
Σ, a finite set of symbols representing the input alphabet,
Δ, a finite set of symbols representing the output alphabet,
𝑞0 ∈ , a distinguished initial state,
𝛿∶ × Σ → , a state transition function,
𝜔∶ × Σ → Δ∗ , an output function,4 and
𝜎∶𝑄 → Δ∗ , a partial function that assigns strings to final states.

As Chandlee (2014) notes, the PBase is a set of analyses, not a typologically representative set of cross-linguistic data — but it is the
closest thing to such a typologically representative set that is currently available.
4
A transducer with an output function that can map each input symbol to a string of output symbols is a word (or asynchronous)
transducer; if 𝜔 can only map any given input symbol to a single output symbol, it is a letter (or synchronous) transducer. Almost
any word transducer can be converted to a letter transducer (Roche and Schabes 1997, Ch. 1). We make use of letter transducers
everywhere except when analyzing Copperbelt Bemba in §4.3.
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Intuitively, a subsequential transducer is an FST whose incremental behavior is always DETERMINISTIC.
That is, state transitions and output strings are deterministic functions of the current state and input symbol,
and the string-to-string function 𝜏∶Σ∗ → Δ∗ defined by a subsequential FST is also a deterministic mapping:
every full input string is associated with at most one full output string.
Subsequential FSTs can be divided into two partially overlapping classes based on the directionality of
their computation (Chandlee 2014, Ch. 3). Left-subsequential FSTs read input strings from left to right, while
right-subsequential FSTs read input strings from right to left. When using subsequential FSTs to model vowel
harmony patterns, this distinction in directionality of computation maps intuitively onto the directionality of
the harmony pattern. Canonical progressive harmony patterns are modeled with left-subsequential FSTs, and
canonical regressive harmony patterns are modeled with right-subsequential FSTs.
In Figure 2 (see the Appendix for this and other figures), we provide an example of a left-subsequential
FST which models the progressive rounding harmony pattern found in Turkish; some data exhibiting this
pattern are shown in (14). Rounding spreads left to right from roots to suffixes; [+high] vowels undergo
harmony (14f,g) while [−high] vowels block harmony (14h–j).
(14)

Turkish progressive rounding harmony
[−round] root gloss
a. ip-in-i
‘rope-2S.POSS-ACC’
b. el-in-i
‘hand-2S.POSS-ACC’
c. ip-ler-i
‘rope-PL -ACC’
d. el-ler-i
‘hand-PL -ACC’
e. ip-in-de
‘rope-2S.POSS-LOC’

f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

[+round] root
jyz-yn-y
køj-yn-y
jyz-ler-i
køj-ler-i
jyz-yn-de

gloss
‘face-2S.POSS-ACC’
‘village-2S.POSS-ACC’
‘face-PL -ACC’
‘village-PL -ACC’
‘face-2S.POSS-LOC’

In (15)–(17) we provide a ‘running tape’ representation of the mapping performed by the FST shown
in Figure 2, using the word jyz-yn-de (14j) to illustrate both rounding harmony and its blocking. To begin:
since harmony is stem-controlled in the language, the FST outputs all segments to the left of the root-suffix
√
boundary (symbolized as ) without modification (15). To be clear, the FST does not as its first operation
√
map the whole substring ⋊jyz to itself; it processes each input symbol incrementally. We refrain from
showing each of the first five steps separately, and make similar abbreviatory choices in later examples.
(15)

Turkish left-subsequential FST tape, stage 1: faithful root map
√
input
⋊ j y z
i n d e ⋉
√
output ⋊ j y z

A suffix with a [+high] vowel is then introduced as input, and since the roundness of the root vowel is
known, the output function emits a vowel matching the roundness of the root in (16). (Again, the two symbols
of the suffix are technically processed incrementally. Since consonants do not participate in the harmony
process, they are always mapped faithfully, and we thus refrain from showing these steps separately.)
(16)

Turkish left-subsequential FST tape, stage 2: [+high] suffix map
√
input
⋊ j y z
i n d e ⋉
√
output ⋊ j y z
y n

A suffix with a [−high] vowel is then introduced as input. This vowel is mapped faithfully, since [−high]
vowels block rounding harmony. The end of the word is then reached and the computation ends, as in (17).
(17)

Turkish left-subsequential FST tape, stage 3: [−high] suffix map; end of computation
√
input
⋊ j y z
i n d e ⋉
√
output ⋊ j y z
y n d e ⋉

§4.2 Weak determinism
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In this way, progressive harmony patterns can be modeled with left-subsequential FSTs — and in similar
fashion, regressive harmony patterns can be modeled with right-subsequential FSTs. In the next subsection,
we define and discuss weakly deterministic regular functions, characterized by a restricted composition of
left- and right-subsequential FSTs.

4.2

Weak determinism

The ordering of rewrite rules 𝜌1 < 𝜌2 < … < 𝜌𝑛 in an SPE-style analysis corresponds to the ordered
composition of associated string-to-string functions 𝜙𝜌𝑛 ◦ … ◦ 𝜙𝜌2 ◦ 𝜙𝜌1 . While the composition of any two
subsequential functions going in the same direction can only yield another subsequential function (Mohri
1997), a function defined by the composition of subsequential functions going in opposite directions can
capture any regular function, as detailed in the next subsection. Weakly deterministic regular functions (the
class ‘WD’ in Figure 1) are described by Heinz and Lai (2013) as those FSTs that can be defined as the
composition of two subsequential functions going in opposite directions such that the two functions do not
use an intermediate alphabet containing symbols not present in the input alphabet.5
(18) A regular string-to-string function 𝜏∶𝑋 ∗ → 𝑌 ∗ is weakly deterministic iff there exist two subsequential
functions 𝐼∶𝑋 ∗ → 𝑋 ∗ and 𝑂∶𝑋 ∗ → 𝑌 ∗ such that 𝑂 is either left- or right-subsequential, 𝐼 is the
other, and 𝜏 = 𝑂 ◦ 𝐼.
This definition of weakly deterministic regular functions is designed to pick out functions with two
notable properties. First, this class of functions is able to capture bidirectional patterns that no right- or
left-subsequential function can on its own. Second, the increased expressivity of this class is constrained
by a restriction: no extra intermediate symbols. This is ensured by the condition that the output alphabet
of the first (‘inner’) subsequential function, 𝐼, is the same as the input alphabet of both functions. Without
such a restriction, the composition of two subsequential functions is guaranteed to be a function, but not
necessarily a subsequential one (Elgot and Mezei 1965). In a weakly deterministic function, the behavior of
the second (‘outer’) function does not depend on any form of ‘mark-up’ deposited by the first function into
the intermediate representation, and the restrictiveness of this class of patterns is intended to follow from the
definition’s prohibition of an intermediate alphabet with extra symbols. Without this restriction, the inner
function could use additional symbols to effectively provide unbounded lookahead for the outer function,
allowing the outer function to behave deterministically given this marked-up version of the input string.
At this juncture, it is important we clarify that splitting a phonological process into the composition of
multiple finite transductions does not impact the formal status or complexity of the overall transduction. In
formalisms that use cyclic rule application or level-ordering, derivational stages of input-output maps are
given formal interpretations and theoretical significance. In contrast, there is no formal status given to the nonsurface outputs of intermediate transductions in current work exploring the subregular hierarchy (Chandlee
and Heinz 2018, Chandlee et al. 2018). In this way, the FLT framework adopted here is similar to Optimality
Theory (OT), where the analytical focus is on properties of holistic input-output maps, regardless of whether
they are characterized as multiple independent processes in other formalisms; here, too, only properties of the
total input-output mapping are relevant to a pattern’s complexity. However, unlike OT, the way in which inputs
are mapped to their final output in FLT phonology can vary and therefore requires explication and justification.
To this end, breaking a pattern into multiple transductions serves two interrelated purposes orthogonal to
the minimum expressivity required to describe the overall pattern: (i) to aid human interpretability and
reasoning about the overall transduction, and (ii) to validate that the simplest overall transduction has been
selected (e.g. by showing that a pattern can be generated as the composition of multiple single-direction
subsequential transductions, one substantiates the claim that the pattern is subsequential). Although some
5

The full definition includes one additional condition we set aside for clarity of exposition here; our goal here is to communicate the
intuition behind Heinz and Lai’s definition.
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individual transductions in a composition may resemble what would be considered an independent process
in other formalisms, it is critical to keep in mind that this is for convenience and interpretability and that
these individual transductions do not have the same formal status as independent processes in other analytical
frameworks.
For example, Heinz and Lai (2013) show that weakly deterministic functions are capable of describing
bidirectional harmony patterns. To illustrate this process, Figures 3 and 4 show two subsequential FSTs, the
composition of which models bidirectional ATR harmony in Degema (Keri 1997, Archangeli and Pulleyblank
2007). The pattern in Degema differs from that of Turkish in two key respects: the harmonizing feature and
directionality. In Degema, the feature which participates in harmony is advanced tongue root (ATR), and
affixes on both sides of a root agree in ATR with the root (19).6
(19)

Degema bidirectional ATR harmony
[−ATR] root gloss
a. U-fU-a
‘state of being white’
b. U-bOm-am
‘beating’

c.
d.

[+ATR] root
u-bi-@
u-der-@m

gloss
‘state of being black’
‘cooking’

In (20)–(25) we provide a running tape representation of the function performed by the FSTs in Figures 3
and 4, using the word [u-bi-@] (19c). We begin with the left-subsequential function in Figure 3.7
(20)

Degema inner, left-subsequential FST tape, stage 1: faithful prefix map
√
√
input
⋊ U
b i
@ ⋉
output ⋊ U

Following the prefix vowel, the FST encounters the prefix-root boundary, notated here with the symbol
. As shown in (21), the transducer progresses through the input string and outputs all symbols between the
two root boundary symbols faithfully.
√

(21)

Degema inner, left-subsequential FST tape, stage 2: faithful root map
√
√
input
⋊ U
b i
@ ⋉
√
√
output ⋊ U
b i

In (22), the FST reaches a suffix vowel. Because the ATR value of the root is known, the FST outputs a
matching suffix vowel.
(22)

Degema inner, left-subsequential FST tape, stage 3: suffix vowel map; right edge reached
√
√
input
⋊ U
b i
@ ⋉
√
√
output ⋊ U
b i
@ ⋉

Following the application of this inner function, we see that affixes to the right of the root have been
appropriately harmonized, but affixes to the left of the root have not. To capture the bidirectionality of harmony
in Degema, we compose the left-subsequential function in Figure 3 with the right-subsequential function in
Figure 4, taking the output of (22) and applying the right-subsequential function to it. To keep track of the
derivation, we add another tape to our running tape representation below. The top tape represents the initial
input, prior to application of the left-subsequential function; the middle, intermediate tape represents the
output of the left-subsequential function and the input of the right-subsequential function. The new bottom
tape represents the final output of the computation.
The right-subsequential function in (23) mirrors the left-subsequential function that was previously applied.
The computation begins from the right-hand end of the input string, and upon reaching the first vowel in the
string, the vowel is output faithfully.
6
7

But note that Turkish lacks prefixes, so harmony may only proceed in one direction. See Baković (2000) for discussion.
The decision to treat the left-subsequential function as the inner function is arbitrary.
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Degema outer, right-subsequential FST, stage 1: faithful suffix vowel map
√
√
initial input ⋊ U
b i
@ ⋉
√
√
intermediate ⋊ U
b i
@ ⋉
final output
@ ⋉

Following the suffix vowel, the FST encounters the root-suffix boundary symbol, and as shown in (24),
the transducer outputs all characters between the root boundary characters faithfully.
(24)

Degema outer, right-subsequential FST, stage 2: faithful root map
√
√
initial input ⋊ U
b i
@ ⋉
√
√
intermediate ⋊ U
b i
@ ⋉
√
√
final output
b i
@ ⋉

Finally, in (25) the FST reaches the initial, presently disharmonic prefix vowel. The ATR value of the
root is known at this point, and the FST outputs a vowel matching the root value for the harmonic feature.
(25)

Degema outer, right-subsequential FST, stage 3: prefix vowel map; end of computation
√
√
initial input ⋊ U
b i
@ ⋉
√
√
intermediate ⋊ U
b i
@ ⋉
√
√
final output
⋊ u
b i
@ ⋉

The computation is now complete, and the initial input has been successfully harmonized to the final
output form observed in Degema. The analysis of this harmony pattern requires the composition of two
subsequential functions, but maintains the alphabet size of the initial input throughout the application of both
functions, satisfying the definition of a weakly deterministic function given by Heinz and Lai (2013). In
the next subsection, we describe non-deterministic functions and a set of phonological maps which require
non-determinism to be described — unbounded circumambient patterns.

4.3

Non-determinism

As noted in §4.1, a subsequential transducer 𝜏∶𝑋 ∗ → 𝑌 ∗ defines a string-to-string function that is deterministic
in its input string and has state transition and output functions that are deterministic in the current state and
input symbol: every input string 𝑤 ∈ 𝑋 ∗ is mapped by 𝜏 to at most one string in 𝑌 ∗ and any given (state,
input symbol) pair is mapped by 𝛿 and 𝜔 to at most one state and at most one output string, respectively. If 𝜏
can map at least one input string to more than one output string, then 𝜏 is a non-deterministic function on
strings; it is a string relation. In contrast, a transducer that maps every input string to at most one output string
is said to be functional or single-valued. If there are any (state, input symbol) pairs such that a transducer can
‘choose’ from among a set of two or more states to transition to, or from among a set of two or more strings to
output, then that transducer’s transition and/or output functions are non-deterministic.
Following Heinz (2018, §6.2.5), we exclusively use the term regular relations (abbreviated ‘RR’) to
refer to the most general class of string-to-string mappings definable using FSTs — the class that includes
transducers which are not functional. We also follow Heinz (2018, §6.2.5) in using non-deterministic regular
functions (‘ND’) to refer to the class of transducers that are functional, but that can have non-deterministic state
and/or output functions. Such transducers can have temporarily and incrementally ambiguous input strings,
but the point of disambiguation may be an unbounded distance away from the location of the read/write head
at the moment of ambiguity. As Elgot and Mezei (1965) show, any regular function can be decomposed into
two subsequential functions going in opposite directions, as long as the first function in the composition is
allowed to enlarge the input alphabet:
(26) A function 𝜏∶𝑋 ∗ → 𝑍 ∗ is a regular function iff there exist two subsequential functions 𝐼∶𝑋 ∗ → 𝑌 ∗
and 𝑂∶𝑌 ∗ → 𝑍 ∗ such that 𝑂 is either left- or right-subsequential, 𝐼 is the other, 𝑋 ⊆ 𝑌 , and
𝜏 = 𝑂 ◦ 𝐼.
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As mentioned in the previous subsection, the intuition is that the first, inner function can effectively
perform unbounded lookahead for the second function by ‘marking up’ intermediate strings with extra
information (in the form of extra symbols that are in 𝑌 but not in 𝑋) that the second, outer function can then
use to behave in a manner that is incrementally deterministic.
Jardine (2016) conjectures that unbounded circumambient processes are a class of patterns which require
non-determinism, the full expressivity of regular relations.8 For this reason, to introduce this complexity
class, we walk through Jardine’s analysis of tonal spreading in Copperbelt Bemba.
In Copperbelt Bemba (Bickmore and Kula 2013, Kula and Bickmore 2015; see also Pater 2018 for
discussion), a high tone spreads unboundedly to the right word edge in phrase-final forms, as seen in (27a–d).
However, if another high tone intervenes between the first high tone and the word edge, then bounded ternary
spreading takes place instead, as in (27e–g). We schematize high tone spreading in Copperbelt Bemba in
(28).9
(27)

(28)

Copperbelt Bemba tone spreading
a. /u-ku-tul-a/
b. /bá-ka-fik-a/
c. /bá-ka-mu-londolol-a/
d. /tu-ka-páapaatik-a/
e. /bá-ka-pat-a kó/
f. /bá-ka-londolol-a kó/
g. /tu-ka-béleeNg-el-an-a kó/

[ù-kù-tùl-à]
[bá-ká-fı́ká]
[bá-ká-mú-lóóndólól-á]
[tù-kà-páápáátı́k-á]
[bá-ká-pát-à kó]
[bá-ká-lóòndòlòl-à kó]
[tù-kà-bélééNg-él-àn-à kó]

‘to pierce’
‘they will arrive’
‘they will introduce 3.SG’
‘we flatten’
‘they will hate’
‘they will introduce them’
‘we will read for each other’

Schema for Copperbelt Bemba tone spreading
a. L𝑛 → L𝑛
no H present
𝑚
𝑚
b. . . . HL → . . . HH
unbounded H spreading in the absence of a following H
c. . . . HL𝑛 H. . . → . . . HHHL𝑛−2 H. . . ternary H spreading in the presence of a following H, 𝑛 ≥ 2
d. . . . HLH. . . → . . . HHH. . .
binary spreading up to a following H

In (29)–(34) we show ternary spreading with a running tape representation of an input string, /HLLLH/.
The input-output mapping here is composed of a left-subsequential FST as well as a right-subsequential
FST that reads the output of the left-subsequential FST as its input and outputs the actual attested form. The
order between the two FSTs is not arbitrary: the first/inner, left-subsequential FST adds mark-up that the
second/outer, right-subsequential FST then takes advantage of.10
Generally speaking, the left-subsequential FST outputs all L tones without modification until encountering
a H tone, upon which the H ‘spreads’ to two following L tones. For all following L tones, the FST outputs a
distinct symbol (notated as Ψ here) not contained in the input alphabet, because it cannot determine whether
the output should be an L (or an H) tone until it does (or does not) encounter another H tone later in the word.
Since a second H tone may in principle occur an unbounded distance from the first, the FST cannot ‘wait’ and
so instead outputs the placeholder Ψ symbol, indicating that the preceding context matches the left-hand side
of the structural description for unbounded spreading. The FST iteratively outputs all subsequent input L
tones as Ψ until it encounters either an input H, which is output without modification, or the right word edge
(See Figure 5 in the Appendix).
8

Smith and O’Hara (2019) and O’Hara and Smith (2019) take advantage of loopholes in Heinz and Lai (2013)’s tentative definition
of weakly deterministic functions to offer analyses of Copperbelt Bemba that appear to be weakly deterministic.
9
Ternary spreading is analyzed as two separate processes in Bickmore and Kula (2013) and Kula and Bickmore (2015). The motivation
for their analysis and the constraints on ternary spreading are not germane for the present paper.
10
As Jardine (2016, 265ff.) describes in more detail, it is possible to allow the FST to ‘wait’ a finite number of states; these allow
the machine to look ahead and access information on the far side of the target segment before deciding what to output for that
target segment. To preserve subsequentiality while introducing ‘waiting’, the look-ahead context must be of some a priori known
bounded length. That is not possible here, given the unbounded circumambient nature of the pattern.
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With the input /HLLLH/, the inner, left-subsequential FST first reads the word-initial H tone and initiates
ternary spreading to the immediately following two L tones, as shown in (29).
(29)

Copperbelt Bemba inner, left-subsequential FST, stage 1: ternary spread
input
⋊ H L L L H ⋉
output ⋊ H H H

Next, the FST reads the third L tone from the input, but cannot determine at this point whether to output
an H or an L tone, because the presence or absence of a following H tone is unknown. The FST thus outputs a
new symbol not contained in the input alphabet, Ψ, as shown in (30). This new symbol will ultimately provide
the outer, right-subsequential FST with the information necessary to determine all tone values for the word.
(30)

Copperbelt Bemba inner, left-subsequential FST, stage 2: mark-up
input
⋊ H L L L H ⋉
output ⋊ H H H Ψ

Progressing through the input string, the inner FST continues as described above. In (31), the FST reads a
second input H tone and maps it faithfully, and then reaches the right edge.
(31)

Copperbelt Bemba inner, left-subsequential FST, stage 3: right edge reached
input
⋊ H L L L H ⋉
output ⋊ H H H Ψ H ⋉

The outer, right-subsequential FST now reads the output just produced by the inner, left-subsequential
FST as its input and completes the input-output mapping (See Figure 6 in the Appendix). Generally speaking
again, the outer FST outputs all input L and H tones without modifiction, but maps intermediate Ψ according
to the previously-read context. Proceeding from right to left, if the FST reads an H tone, then it outputs all Ψ
as L; if it does not encounter H, then it outputs all Ψ as H. The outer FST is able to discern whether a second
H tone is present in the word, and uses the mark-up passed from the inner FST to determine whether ternary
or unbounded spreading occurs.
This is shown in (32)–(34) for the more specific form under discussion. First, the outer, right-subsequential
FST reads the word-final H tone and outputs it faithfully.
(32)

Copperbelt Bemba outer, right-subsequential FST, stage 1: faithful H map
initial input ⋊ H L L L H ⋉
intermediate ⋊ H H H Ψ H ⋉
final output
H ⋉

Since an input H has been encountered, the FST outputs all Ψ as L in (33) and all H faithfully in (34).
The result in this case is thus ternary rather than unbounded spreading from the initial H.
(33)

Copperbelt Bemba outer, right-subsequential FST, stage 2: mark-up resolution
initial input ⋊ H L L L H ⋉
intermediate ⋊ H H H Ψ H ⋉
final output
L H ⋉

(34)

Copperbelt Bemba outer, right-subsequential FST, stage 3: left edge reached; computation ends
initial input ⋊ H L L L H ⋉
intermediate ⋊ H H H Ψ H ⋉
final output
⋊ H H H L H ⋉
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Unbounded circumambient processes like tone spreading in Copperbelt Bemba can thus be analyzed as
regular non-deterministic maps, either in the form of a single non-deterministic FST, as in Jardine (2016),
or as the composition of two subsequential functions that may use an enlarged alphabet containing some
symbols not present in the initial input alphabet.

4.4

Summary

The three levels of expressivity defined and exemplified in this section can be summarized as follows.
Subsequential regular functions can describe unidirectional processes with bounded lookahead (and unbounded
‘lookbehind’), as in Turkish harmony. Weakly deterministic functions are intended to be able to describe
bidirectional processes where the first ‘pass’ is not allowed to behave as lookahead for, or otherwise affect the
behavior of, the second pass, as in Degema. Non-deterministic regular functions can describe compositions of
unidirectional processes going in opposite directions, where the first pass may serve as unbounded lookahead
for, or otherwise affect the behavior of, the second pass, as in Copperbelt Bemba.
Jardine (2016, §5.4) acknowledges two attested cases of apparent unbounded circumambience in segmental
phonology, Sanskrit n-retroflexion (Ryan 2017) and Yaka height harmony (Hyman 1998). Jardine does not
consider them equivalent to tonal patterns, however, claiming that such segmental patterns are ‘extremely
rare.’ He suggests that the harmony patterns in Sanskrit and Yaka may not actually be unbounded. In the next
section we analyze ATR harmony in Tutrugbu, which further challenges the claim that segmental phonology is
at most weakly deterministic. Looking ahead, in §6.2 we point to a number of other unbounded circumambient
vowel harmony patterns as evidence that these patterns are more widely attested than previously thought.

5

Finite-state analysis of Tutrugbu ATR harmony

This section presents a finite-state analysis of ATR harmony and conditional blocking in Tutrugbu. We
demonstrate that this pattern requires the same expressivity as tonal spreading in Copperbelt Bemba.
Since ATR harmony in Tutrugbu is regressive, the analysis begins with a right-subsequential FST that
starts at the right edge of the input string and moves leftward. We first demonstrate a simple attempt at
modelling ATR harmony below in (35)–(37), using the example [i-tí-wu] (8b). Since harmony is regressive
√
and root-controlled in the language, all segments to the right of the root-prefix boundary (represented with )
are output without modification, as shown in (35).
(35)

Tutrugbu right-subsequential FST, stage 1: faithful root map
√
input
⋊ I t Í
w u ⋉
√
output
w u ⋉

In (36), the FST reads a prefix vowel and outputs it according to the ATR value of the root.11
(36)

Tutrugbu right-subsequential FST, stage 2: prefix vowel map
√
input
⋊ I t Í
w u ⋉
√
output
t í
w u ⋉

The right-subsequential FST outputs prefix vowels further away from the root in the same way as in (36).
The output ATR value for a given prefix vowel depends on the output ATR value of the nearest following
output vowel. In (37), the 1S prefix /I-/ is, like the vowel of the negation prefix /tÍ-/, output as [+ATR]. The
next symbol read is the left word edge symbol, and the computation is complete.
(37)

11

Tutrugbu right-subsequential FST, stage 3: left edge reached; computation ends
√
input
⋊ I t Í
w u ⋉
√
output ⋊ i t í
w u ⋉

The realization of consonants does not depend on ATR harmony, so prefix consonants are output without modification.
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The input-output mapping shown in (35)–(37) models harmony when both blocking conditions are not
met. If, however, an initial [+high] prefix and a [−high] medial prefix co-occur, then this right-subsequential
FST cannot on its own properly determine whether a given prefix vowel will be realized as [+ATR] based
solely on the nearest vowel to the right. Compare the forms in (38). In (38a), the FUT prefix is [+ATR] before
the root /wu/ ‘climb’, but in (38b), the same prefix is [−ATR] even though it occurs before the same root.
(38)

Near-minimal pair exemplifying blocking conditions
a. e-be-wu ‘3S-FUT-climb’ all [−high] prefix vowels
b. I-ba-wu ‘1S-FUT-climb’ initial [+high] and medial [−high] prefix vowels

Since the right-subsequential FST does not have access to information to the left of the target vowel (that
can in principle be an unbounded distance away), it cannot determine which allomorph of FUT should surface,
[ba] or [be]. This indeterminancy precludes a subsequential analysis of Tutrugbu. If, however, we mimic
the structure of the analysis provided for Copperbelt Bemba in §4.3, where the first FST is able to introduce
intermediate mark-up into the derivation, the Tutrugbu pattern is analyzable.
Generally speaking, the first, right-subsequential FST proceeds leftward, outputing all high vowels in
accordance with the root’s ATR value. If, after reading a [+ATR] root, the FST reads an input [−high] vowel,
the transducer outputs Ψ and outputs all subsequent vowels as either Ψ (for further [−high] vowels) or
(for [+high] vowels). By doing so, this first FST passes information about the ATR value of the root and the
presence of a potential blocker to the second, left-subsequential FST.
This analysis is illustrated in (39)–(41) using the example [I-ba-wu] (38b). First, the right-subsequential
FST, starting from the right-edge of the input, faithfully maps the root.
Ψ

(39)

Tutrugbu inner, right-subsequential FST, stage 1: faithful root map
√
input
⋊ I b a
w u ⋉
√
output
w u ⋉

Next, this inner FST encounters a prefix with a [−high] vowel. Having not yet determined the height of
the initial prefix vowel, the [−high] prefix vowel is output with the new symbol Ψ that encodes its height and
leaves its ATR value to be determined by the outer, left-subsequential FST.
(40)

Tutrugbu inner, right-subsequential FST, stage 2: [−high] prefix vowel mark-up
√
input
⋊ I b a
w u ⋉
√
output
b Ψ
w u ⋉

Next, the inner FST encounters a prefix with a [+high] vowel. It happens to be the initial prefix in this
case, but as happens with all [+high] prefix vowels, it is output with the new symbol that encodes its height
and leaves its ATR value to be determined. The left edge is then reached and this FST’s job is done.
Ψ

(41)

Tutrugbu inner, right-subsequential FST, stage 3: [+high] prefix vowel mark-up; left edge reached
√
input
⋊ I b a
w u ⋉
√
output ⋊
b Ψ
w u ⋉
Ψ

The outer, left-subsequential FST then proceeds from left to right using the output of the inner FST as its
input. Upon encountering a in the initial syllable, the outer FST ‘knows’ that the conditions for blocking
have been met, because initial indicates both that the root is [+ATR] and that there is a medial [−high]
prefix vowel. Because is in the initial syllable, this FST outputs all and Ψ as [I] and [a], respectively. In
this way, this analysis of Tutrugbu parallels the non-deterministic analysis of Copperbelt Bemba in §4.3.
Ψ

Ψ

Ψ

Ψ

Tutrugbu outer, left-subsequential FST: mark-up resolved; right edge reached; computation ends
√
initial input ⋊ I b a
w u ⋉
√
intermediate ⋊
b Ψ
w u ⋉
√
final output
⋊ I b a
w u ⋉
Ψ

(42)
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As noted earlier in §4.3, a subsequential FST can utilize ‘wait’ states to achieve (bounded) lookahead
without increasing expressivity, but the amount of lookahead must be known and fixed a priori. Given that
the context to the left of a target [−high] vowel in Tutrugbu may be unboundedly long, then there is no
single number of ‘waiting’ transition states that can model all of the possible data and capture the principled
generalization describing it. In (8) we demonstrated that [−high] vowels could be separated from the initial
syllable by a number of syllables with no principled upper bound. The generalization is that the realization of
ATR on [−high] prefix vowels depends on both the ATR value of the root and the height value of the initial
syllable. Furthermore, a given [−high] vowel may occur a potentially unbounded distance from both the root
and the initial syllable. The conditional blocking pattern in Tutrugbu is thus unbounded circumambient, like
the tonal processes analyzed in Jardine (2016).

6

Discussion

Formal Language Theory offers a valuable, framework-independent metalanguage for comparing linguistic
formalisms and classifying phonological patterns in terms of formally well-characterized and independentlymotivated categories of computational complexity and expressivity (Heinz 2018). In the particular case of
(non-)myopia, it offers a rich technical toolkit for categorizing ‘lookahead’ in terms of properties like e.g.
boundedness vs. unboundedness and unidirectionality vs. bidirectionality, adding a new dimension to the
question of how segmental and suprasegmental phonology compare.
We fully expect ongoing and future work in FLT phonology to continue to expand the horizons of linguistic
theory. The subregular program has excelled at identifying salient categories for phonological typology.
However, we think that this program is at its weakest when it comes to predicting and explaining typology.
It has primarily done so by positing innate, categorical constraints, on a post hoc basis, on the hypothesis
space human learners apply to phonology via a phonology-specific learning mechanism. In the subsections
below we summarize the evidence presented here that segmental phonology is substantially more expressive
than previously predicted, and outline what we think a more productive relationship between formal language
theoretic phonology and typological explanation can look like.

6.1

How complex is phonology?

The first counterexamples to the subregular hypothesis as articulated in Heinz (2011a, b, 2018) came from the
tonal patterns in Jardine (2016), which require the expressivity of non-deterministic regular functions. To
uphold the subregular hypothesis, Jardine (2016) adds a qualification: segmental phonology is subregular, but
tonal phonology is not constrained in the same way. Heinz (2018) writes:
“Jardine’s result [i.e. the existence of unbounded circumambient phonological patterns] is perhaps
the most serious challenge to the Subsequential Hypothesis (or a revised Weakly Deterministic
hypothesis) because the best characterization of Yaka vowel harmony seems to be that it is
circumambient unbounded (Hyman 1998). However, this is the only known example of this type,
and it is probably premature to reject the hypothesis on these grounds alone.”
In addition to the Tutrugbu pattern that is the focus of this article, we note in §6.2 below a comparable
number of segmental phenomena requiring the same level of expressivity as the tonal patterns in Jardine
(2016) and Yaka, adding more counterexamples to any proposed subregular upper bound on the complexity
of phonology (see Avcu (2018) for experimental evidence for the learnability of more complex patterns). This
evidence shows that segmental phonology, like tonal phonology, is more expressive than previously thought,
requiring the expressivity of non-detemintistic regular functions.
In fact, there is even evidence that segmental patterns may require strictly more expressivity than the nondeterministic regular functions. As Heinz (2018, §6.2.5) notes, optional processes require non-deterministic
mappings that are, unlike the Copperbelt Bemba and Tutrugbu patterns, non-functional (recall the discussion
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at the beginning of §4.3). Optional processes thus require the more expressive class of regular relations.
Although Heinz (2018) downplays the significance of these potential counterexamples to the subregular
hypothesis by attempting to offload optionality elsewhere in the grammar, patterns of optionality like those
listed in Vaux (2008) and others like iterative optionality in Icelandic umlaut (Anderson 1974) present evidence
against any strong claim that segmental phonology is categorically subregular.
Moreover, some recent work suggests that segmental phonology may even require more expressivity than
the regular relations: Bowler (2013) and Bowler and Zymet (2019) demonstrate from a corpus of Warlpiri
nouns that disharmonic nouns exhibit optional ‘majority rules’ harmony (Lombardi 1999, Baković 2000),
a pattern that numerous linguists have claimed to be unattested, impossible, and pathological, given that it
requires even more expressivity than the regular relations (Riggle 2004, Heinz and Lai 2013, Hulden 2017,
Heinz 2018, Lamont 2018). Whatever conclusion future work comes to about the significance of these last
two pieces of evidence, these patterns suggest that there is presently no clear subregular cap on the empirically
observed expressivity of phonology, whether segmental or tonal.

6.2

Additional unbounded circumambient segmental patterns

In this subsection we identify and briefly describe four additional cases of unbounded circumambient segmental
patterns, all involving ATR harmony: Tafi (§6.2.1), Turkana (§6.2.2), Karimojong (§6.2.3), and Liko (§6.2.4).
A few other segmental patterns the unboundedness of which is less clear are discussed in §6.2.5. The ATR
harmony patterns of Tutrugbu, Tafi, Turkana, Karimojong, and Liko all quite clearly meet Jardine’s (2016)
definition of unbounded circumambience in (13). Jardine’s (2016) claim that unbounded circumambient
segmental patterns are significantly rarer than their tonal counterparts, and that they are therefore not within
the computational bounds of segmental phonology, thus appears to have been premature.
6.2.1

Tafi

We have claimed that Tafi, a closely-related language, exhibits the same pattern of harmony as Tutrugbu. The
motivated reader who consults Bobuafor (2013) will find no explicit description of conditional blocking in
Tafi. However, upon careful examination of the numerous examples presented in Bobuafor’s dissertation,
conditional blocking becomes apparent (43).12 Harmony obtains when a [+ATR] verb is preceded by only
[+high] prefixes (43a) or only [−high] prefixes (43b). Harmony also obtains when a [+ATR] root is preceded
by vowels of both heights, and the initial-syllable vowel is [−high] (43c). However, when the initial-syllable
vowel is [+high] and is followed by a [−high] vowel, harmony is blocked by the [−high] vowel, just as in
Tutrugbu (43d,e). The additional examples in (43f,g) demonstrate that blocking occurs at longer distances,
since in these examples the initial-syllable high vowel and medial non-high vowel are not syllable-adjacent.
(43)

6.2.2

Conditional blocking in Tafi (Bobuafor 2013, p.c.)
a. /bU-Ú-bī/
[bu-ú-bī]
‘SM -PROG-be.cooked’
b. /a-ba-dzi/
[e-be-dzi]
‘3S.DEP-FUT-become’
c. /á-tÍ-ba-bí/
[é-tí-be-bí]
‘3S-NEG–FUT-be.cooked’
d. /lǓ-ba-bí/
[lǓ-ba-bí]
‘3S.DEP-FUT-be.cooked’
e. /kI-ba-dzí/
[kI-ba-dzí]
‘3S.DEP-FUT-be’
f. /lI-tÍ-ba-dzi/ [lI-tÍ-ba-dzí] ‘3S.DEP-NEG-FUT-be’
g. /I-tÍ-ba-dzu/ [lI-tÍ-ba-dzu] ‘1S-NEG-FUT-build’

p. 438, ex. 36
p. 272, ex. 28
p. 280, ex. 62
p. 222, ex. 167b
p. 273, ex. 30
(Bobuafor, p.c.)
(Bobuafor, p.c.)

Turkana

Besides Tutrugbu and Tafi, Turkana also features a vowel harmony pattern that is unbounded circumambient
(Dimmendaal 1983, Baković 2000).13 In Turkana, [+ATR] spreads bidirectionally from a dominant root or
12
13

We assume that input tonal specifications are identical to those in the output in these Tafi examples.
See also Noske (1996, 2001) for more on Turkana vowel harmony.
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suffix, as shown below in (44). Prefix and other recessive vowels alternate, but the behavior of /A/ differs
depending on whether it is to the left or to the right of a dominant vowel: /A/ to the left is opaque to harmony
and does not alternate (as shown by the gerundial prefix in these examples), while /A/ to the right alternates
between the [+low, −ATR] vowel [A] and the [−low, +ATR] vowel [o], with [o] occurring after [+ATR]
dominant vowels (as shown by the epipatetic vowel in these examples, glossed ‘EPI’).14
(44)

Turkana ATR harmony
a. /A-k-InOk-A-kIn-I/
b. /A-k-ibus-A-kIn-I]

[A-k-InOk-A-kIn-I]
[A-k-ibus-o-kin-i]

‘GER-K-light.fire-EPI-DAT-V’
‘GER-K-drop-EPI-DAT-V’

A small subset of dominant suffixes in Turkana are [−ATR], and when a dominant [−ATR] suffix cooccurs with a [+ATR] root, the realization of the epipatetic vowel between them is neither [+low, −ATR] [A]
nor [−low, +ATR] [o], but rather [−low, −ATR] [O]. This is shown in (45). As above, in (45a) the epipatetic
vowel surfaces as [o] after the [+ATR] root /ibus/ when no dominant [−ATR] suffix vowel follows. However,
in (45b), a dominant [−ATR] suffix (underlined) occurs to the right of the epipatetic vowel. In this word, the
epipatetic vowel surfaces as [O].
(45)

Unbounded circumambience in Turkana ATR harmony
a. /E-ibus-A-kIn-I/ [e-ibus-o-kin-i] ‘3-drop-EPI-DAT-V’
b. /E-ibus-A-kIn-A/ [E-IbUs-O-kIn-A] ‘GER-drop-EPI-DAT-VOI’

The surface quality of a suffixal low vowel is thus not determinable based solely on whether there is
a [+ATR] vowel to its left; it also depends on the presence or absence of a dominant [−ATR] suffix to its
right. In other words, the realization of a suffixal low vowel depends on information a potentially unbounded
distance away in both directions. ATR harmony in Turkana is thus unbounded circumambient and (therefore)
non-myopic. The realization of a suffix low vowel in Turkana is non-deterministic, since it depends on
information a potentially unbounded distance away in both directions (see Figures 11 and 12 in the Appendix).
6.2.3

Karimojong

The pattern described above for Turkana is also attested in Karimojong, a related Nilotic language (Novelli
1985, Lesley-Neuman 2012). As in Turkana, the low vowel suffix alternates between [A] and [o] for ATR.
Note specifically the alternation of the frequentive suffix, /An/, [An]∼[on] in (46a,b). There are also dominant
[−ATR] suffixes, like the itive suffix, /Or/, shown below (and underlined) in (46c,d). In (46c), the dominant
[−ATR] itive suffix attaches right of the root, spreading its [−ATR] value to the root. Moreover, the itive
suffix causes both the frequentive suffix and the root to surface as [−ATR] in (47d). Similar to Turkana,
the surface quality of the frequentive suffix depends on both the ATR value of the root and the presence or
absence of a dominant [−ATR] suffix, surfacing as [An], [On], or [on].
(46)

Karimojong ATR harmony (Novelli 1985, pp. 214–225)
a. /AkI-tO-dON-An-Akin/ [AkI-tO-dON-An-Akin] ‘INF-CAUS-handle.firmly-FREQ-DAT’
b. /AkI-zi-doN-An-Akin/ [Aki-zi-doN-on-okin] ‘INF-CAUS-castrate-FREQ-DAT’
c. /AkI-doN-Or/
[AkI-dON-Or]
‘INF-castrate-IT’
d. /AkI-doN-On-Or/
[AkI-dON-On-Or]
‘INF-castrate-FREQ-IT’

In (46d) the frequentive suffix exhibits a dependency on the ATR value of two syllable-adjacent vowels.
Longer distance dependencies are also reported in Karimojong. In reduplicated stems, an epenthetic vowel is
inserted immediately before suffixes. In (47a,b) the epenthetic vowel (which Novelli 1985, p. 224 calls the
“stem-enlarging vowel”, here glossed as ‘SE’) alternates based on the quality of the root: it surfaces as [O] after
the reduplicated stem [dONOdON] ‘pinch’ but as [o] after [doNidoN] ‘castrate’. Thus the stem-enlarging vowel
14

Word-final vowels in the examples below are devoiced, see Dimmendaal (1983, §2.3.5) for discussion.
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is like the frequentive, seen above. Also like the frequentive suffix, the epenthetic vowel takes on the [−ATR]
value of a following itive suffix (47c). Yet, in (47d,e) both the stem-enlarging vowel and the itive suffix take
on the value of a following dominant [+ATR] suffix, also underlined. In other words, the surface quality of
the stem-enlarging vowel is conditioned by the potentially non-local ATR values of dominant morphemes on
both its left and its right.
(47)

Unbounded circumambience in Karimojong ATR harmony (Novelli 1985, pp. 225, 410)
a. /AkI-tO-dONOdON-O-Un/ [AkI-tO-dONOdON-O-Un] ‘INF-CAUS-pinch-SE-FREQ’
b. /AkI-doNidoN-O-Un/
[Aki-doNidoN-o-un]
‘INF-castrate-SE-FREQ’
[Aki-doNidON-O-Or]
‘INF-castrate-SE-IT’
c. /AkI-doNidoN-o-Or/
d. /E-doNodoN-O-Or-i/
[E-doNodoN-o-or-i]
‘1S-pinch-SE-IT-1P.IND.T1’
e.

6.2.4

/E-doNodoN-O-Or-ete/

[E-doNodoN-o-or-ete]

‘3P-pinch-SE-IT-3P.IND.T2’

Liko

Liko, a Bantu language spoken in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, displays a slightly different pattern
of unbounded circumambience (Wit 2015). ATR harmony is typically controlled by roots in Liko. Rightward
harmony affects all vowels, while leftward harmony affects only the first prefix. In (48a), all affixes surface
with their underlying, i.e. [−ATR] feature values, while in (48b) the [+ATR] root causes input /a/ to surface
as [o]. The unboundedness of rightward harmony is seen in the three suffix alternations in (48c).
(48)

Liko ATR harmony (Wit 2015)
a. /ta-pÚk-a/
[ta-pÚk-a]
b. /ta-áín-a/
[to-áín-o]
c. /ká-lut-án-ág-á/ [kó-lut-ón-óg-ó]

‘1P-leave-FV’
‘1P-dance-FV’
‘9B-pull-ASS-PLUR-FV’

p. 77, ex. 3.27a
p. 77, ex. 3.26c
p. 82, ex. 3.38b

Like the other languages discussed in this section, Liko possesses dominant [+ATR] and dominant
[−ATR] morphemes. The negative enclitic, /=gU/, is invariantly [−ATR] in (49). In (49a), the enclitic does
not undergo harmony from a [+ATR] root although the preceding [+high] suffix does. When preceded by an
underlying /a/, though, the enclitic not only resists [+ATR] harmony, but also prevents preceding low vowels
from undergoing harmony (49b,c). In (49b), the enclitic blocks harmony on a single preceding /a/, and in
(49c), the negative enclitic blocks harmony on both preceding low vowels.
(49)

Unbounded circumambience in Liko ATR harmony (Wit 2015, pp. 94-96)
a. /ná-ká-áín-Í=gU/
[ná-kó-áín-i=gU]
‘1S.PST-NEG-dance-FV= NEG’
b. /ná-ká-áín-á=gU/
[ná-kó-áín-a=gU]
‘1S.PST-NEG-dance-FV.PST= NEG’
c. /ná-ká-áín-ág-á=gU/ [ná-kó-áín-ág-á=gU] ‘1S.PST-NEG-dance-PLUR-FV.PST= NEG’

Wit (2015) argues that [+ATR] is the active feature value in the language, further arguing that alternating
vowels are specified as [−ATR] underlyingly. In examples like (49b,c), the root value for [ATR] is not
sufficient to determine whether suffixal /a/ undergoes harmony to [o]. The presence or absence of a dominant
enclitic must be known in order to map suffix low vowels to their attested output forms.
One might object to treating Turkana, Karimojong, and Liko in the same way as Tutrugbu and Tafi, since
ATR harmony with conditional blocking in the first two is, at least intuitively, a single pattern. In the other
three languages, on the other hand, spreading of [+ATR] and the more restricted pattern of [−ATR] spreading
are — again, at least intuitively — two distinct patterns, as in existing analyses (Dimmendaal 1983, Baković
2000, Lesley-Neuman 2012). Recall however, that the question of interest is the minimum level of complexity
required to describe complete input-output mappings (Heinz 2018, §2). Thus the object of study is not the
complexity of a particular pattern isolated from the larger phonology in a language, but rather the function
that maps inputs to outputs comprising all relevant patterns. As a consequence of this framing, the multiple
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ATR spreading patterns in Turkana, Karimojong, and Liko are together comparable in complexity to the
single pattern found in Tutrugbu or Tafi.
6.2.5

Other cases

There are other apparent cases of circumambient harmony described in the literature, but these are less clear,
and we cannot say with certainty that they are both unbounded and circumambient. Hyman (1998) argues
that in Yaka, a Bantu language, suffix high vowels lower if they are preceded and followed by mid vowels,
thus exhibiting some similarity to unbounded tone plateauing. Although the harmony extends over several
syllables, Jardine (2016) doubts the unboundedness of this pattern. But as far as we can tell, harmony in Yaka
satisfies all three of Jardine’s (2016, p. 250, (6)) stated criteria:
(50)

a. The source authors characterise the process as unbounded, and there is no evidence to the contrary.
b. Examples exist of the process operating over multiple units.
c. Examples exist of the process applying even when productive word- or phrase-formation processes
extend its domain.

In addition to Yaka, Jardine (2016, §2.3.1) questions the status of retroflex harmony in Sanskrit based on
Ryan (2017). In Sanskrit, a retroflex consonant triggers retroflexion of a following /n/ so long as another
retroflex consonant is not present later in the word. Ryan (2017, §4) finds no examples of blocking across
more than one syllable, a point which Jardine uses to question the boundedness of harmony. But Ryan (2017)
shows evidence of triggering across intervening segments and blocking across one, two, or three segments,
which, in our estimation, suggests that the pattern may be unbounded.
Teso (Rottland and Otaala 1983) and Toposa (Schröder and Schröder 1987), both Nilotic languages, and
Bondu-So (Hantgan and Davis 2012), a Dogon language, may also exhibit unbounded circumambience. These
languages all exhibit patterns of conflicting ATR dominance, like Turkana and Karimojong, but triggering
morphemes in extant descriptions always immediately precede or follow the relevant suffix, so we cannot
determine the unboundedness of these harmony patterns. If these are in fact bounded, then they parallel other
cases of bounded circumambient harmony, like those described in Kalinowski (2009) and Lionnet (2016).
6.2.6

Summary

In sum, we contend that claims about the frequency of complex segmental phenomena relative to tonal
phenomena are at best premature. As further support for a computational distinction between segmental and
tonal processes, Heinz (2018) and Jardine (2016) claim that unbounded circumambient tonal processes are
relatively common and equivalent segmental mappings are at most ‘extremely rare.’ To this point, Jardine
adduces nine potential examples of such tonal processes but only two unbounded circumambient segmental
processes, Sanskrit n-retroflexion and Yaka height harmony. In our view, the difference between two and nine
examples is not persuasive evidence of a difference in typological frequency. As Piantadosi and Gibson (2014)
contend (and as we elaborate in §6.3), outside particular cases of carefully framed questions and statistical
reasoning, linguists do not currently — nor will we soon — have descriptions of enough languages to make
strong conclusions about what properties are categorically impossible (e.g. non-deterministic segmental
phonological patterns) for natural languages to have on the basis of simple comparisons of frequency counts.
Furthermore, we simply do not have enough data to even know how many languages have tone, or how many
have vowel harmony. At best, we have very rough ballpark estimates. For instance, Yip (2002, p. 1) notes
that “by some estimates 60-70% of the world’s languages are tonal.” Such rough estimates demonstrate how
much we have to learn before we can evaluate the frequency of unbounded circumambient tonal patterns and
their segmental equivalents.
Even if the foregoing were not the case, of the nine tonal patterns marshalled as evidence in Jardine
(2016), at least two of these (Digo and Xhosa) are not actually unbounded circumambient — see Figure 10
and the immediately preceding text in the Appendix for a left-subsequential analysis of Digo. And besides, we
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have identified in this subsection at least four if not more examples of unbounded circumambient segmental
patterns in addition to our main example of Tutrugbu ATR harmony. We discuss these patterns not to make
typological claims about the frequency of these patterns relative to similarly complex tonal processes, but
instead to demonstrate that they must be dealt with seriously and not swept aside as outliers.

6.3

How should we establish and explain typological generalizations?

Existing work relating the subregular hypothesis on functions to typology (e.g. Gainor et al. 2012, Chandlee
and Heinz 2012, Chandlee et al. 2012, Heinz and Idsardi 2011, Heinz and Lai 2013, Jardine 2016, Chandlee
and Heinz 2018) has couched it in traditional terms summarized below.
(51)

Existing work on the subregular hierarchy for string maps has
a. assumed that the principal tool for explaining apparent typology — particularly as-yet unobserved
patterns — is constraints on possible grammars in the hypothesis space humans use for learning
phonological patterns.
b. assumed that naive estimates of frequency counts or literature reviews are a reasonable evidential
basis for concluding that a particular type of phenomenon is categorically impossible.

We begin by arguing that even if one grants both points above, existing claims about the relative rarity or
impossibility of certain levels of expressive complexity in segmental phonology as opposed to tonal phonology
have been based on a handful of observations. Our discussion of the non-tonal patterns found in Tutrugbu in
§2 and in other languages in §6.2 shows that a non-trivial number of examples of unbounded circumambience
exist in segmental phonology, just as in tonal phonology.
Regardless, contemporary literature on typology and linguistic theory offers four reasons for rejecting
(51b). First, Piantadosi and Gibson (2014) show that, in general, the number of independent languages linguists
need to observe to achieve reasonable statistical confidence that a particular type of feature or phenomenon is
categorically impossible is far higher than linguists are likely to observe and document for many generations.
Second, even if we currently had both detailed descriptions and computational analyses for the phonology of
every language presently spoken, this would only constitute a small and likely unrepresentative fraction of all
human languages spoken in the last 100,000-200,000 years (Bowern 2011, Dahl 2011, Plank 2007). Third,
even if we had reasonably complete analyses on both current and past human languages, for these data to be
strongly informative about what is more or less likely — or categorically impossible — in potential future
human languages either requires good reasons to believe such data are representative of all possible human
languages, or a dynamic model of how languages change over long time scales that would allow us to make
such predictions (see Daniel 2007, Maslova 2000, or background discussion of Dunn et al. 2011 by Cysouw
2011, Bickel 2011, or Croft et al. 2011, among others). The final reason for rejecting (51b) is that it doesn’t
actually have a good track record: existing work on the subregular hypothesis has not predicted the typology
of complexity, and notwithstanding its other virtues (including offering typologically significant categories),
nothing about the scope or methods of formal language theory applied to phonology to date contains likely
sources of such predictions.
Instead of offering an independent motivation (e.g. a principled consequence of a theory of learnability
or empirical evidence about phonological learning) for a specific categorical cap on either the empirical
complexity of phonology (whatever its causes) or on the learning capacity of a phonology-specific learning
mechanism, the particular choice of exactly which class has been hypothesized to be an upper bound has
been post hoc and driven by the most complex phenomena known to the authors at the time. While it may
traditionally have been considered a virtue for generative linguistic theories to attempt to predict all and
only observed typological data, the phenomenon of ‘memorizing’ observed data and failing to make correct
generalizations that predict new data is called overfitting in the context of model selection — regardless of
whether the inductive learner in question is that of a child reasoning about an unknown but partially observed
‘set of possible strings’ or that of a scientist reasoning about a ‘set of possible human languages’ (see Rasin
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et al. submitted, Piantadosi and Gibson 2014, Perfors et al. 2011 for review and discussion in linguistic
contexts). In either case, such hypotheses should, all else being equal, be normatively dispreferred relative to
simpler hypotheses that predict as-yet unobserved data.
We make two suggestions in place of (51b). First, rather than assuming that any given lack of observations
of some type of phenomenon is most simply (or is even merely plausibly) explained by that phenomenon being
impossible on account of arbitrary innate constraints, linguists should preferentially consider explanations that
offer a substantive reason, specific to the phenomenon in question, as to why it hasn’t been unobserved. Second,
per the conclusions of Piantadosi and Gibson (2014) and Tily and Jaeger (2011), multiple methodologies
should be used to identify and test putative linguistic universals and any cognitive constraints argued to
underlie them, and offered linguistic universals should be given with some explicit measure of the strength of
evidence in favor of the universal.
Turning to (51a), a body of contemporary literature on typology and its relation to linguistic theory —
both literature on morphosyntax and phonology — has shown the value of considering phylogenetic and
areal effects (see e.g. discussion of word order typology in Bickel 2007, p. 241), language-specific historical
contingencies (Harris 2008, Nichols 1992, Hansson 2008, Blevins 2004), and differential learnability (Hayes
and Wilson 2008, Moreton 2008, Moreton and Pater 2012, Pater and Moreton 2012, Culbertson 2012, Stanton
2016)15 as productive alternatives to the traditional approach to explaining typology by assuming innate
constraints on possible grammars. Given that we need explanations and theories of each of these domains —
about language change in general and the history of particular languages, language contact, and learning —
each is a strictly simpler type of explanation of typological commonality and rarity than the non-specific,
catch-all assumption of innate knowledge or constraints.
While it may traditionally have been considered a virtue for generative linguistic theories to explain
as much observed typological data as possible (predict ‘all and only’ observed data), in light of all of the
mechanisms we now know can and do affect observed linguistic typology in general and how little we know
about the origins of long-distance phonological processes in particular, it ought to be surprising if a recently
explored dimension of typological variation were entirely or largely explained by just one factor, especially
when that factor is an innate constraint whose existence and specificity are not otherwise independently
motivated or well-evidenced. In the language of model selection, (i) each of these non-nativist causes is a
hypothesis with higher prior probability than a phonology-specific innate constraint of arbitrary complexity
and weak independent motivation, and (ii) each of these non-nativist causes is constrained in terms of what
kind of data it predicts and can explain, whereas an innate constraint of some kind could be appealed to to
explain almost any typological observation (see e.g. discussion of the size principle in Tenenbaum and Griffiths
2001).16 We conclude that phonologists interested in explaining the typology of complex, long-distance
phonological processes would profit more from exploring hypotheses about why they arise in the first place in
the languages that have them and why they have the relative distribution they do (Bickel 2007).

7

Conclusion

Jardine (2016) claims that the minimum expressivity required to describe tonal patterns exhibiting unbounded
circumambience is categorically greater than that needed to represent any patterns of segmental phonology,
which are claimed to require at most weakly deterministic regular functions. Existing evidence for potentially
unbounded circumambient segmental processes in Yaka and Sanskrit has been minimized and these patterns
have been construed as aberrant (Heinz 2018, Jardine 2016). We have shown that ATR harmony in Tutrugbu
15

Note that, in contrast to e.g. Heinz and Idsardi (2011, 2013), these explore relationships between relative difficulty of learnability
and relative rarity, not hypothesized categorical impossibility owing to innate constraints of arbitrary scope and with no strong or
specific evidence for their existence or character.
16
A forthcoming theory of exactly what kinds of innate phonology-specific constraints we ought to expect, what data it would predict
or explain, and crucially what we ought not to expect and what kinds of data such a theory cannot predict could mitigate this second
problem.
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clearly satisfies the definition of unbounded circumambience according to the criteria laid out in Jardine
(2016). Moreover, we have noted a variety of other languages that exhibit segmental patterns requiring similar
expressivity. Altogether, there is strong evidence that segmental patterns require no less expressivity than
tonal patterns.
The claim advanced in this article, that segmental phonology requires the same expressivity as tonal
phonology, has significant implications for the continued evaluation of the subregular hypothesis and the
expressivity of phonology more generally. Formal language theory provides a framework within which to
frame these questions and address issues like the computational properties of human sound patterns. Moreover,
we recognize that work like Heinz (2011a, b), Heinz and Lai (2013), Jardine (2016) has stimulated a growing
body of work examining phonology from a different point of view, and we hope further discussion of empirical
patterns like ATR harmony in Tutrugbu and others noted here will facilitate a deeper understanding of human
sound patterns, their expressivity, and their distribution among the world’s languages.
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Appendix: FSTs and an analysis of tone spreading in Digo

Since consonants do not play a role in the patterns discussed in the paper, all consonants are ignored in the
transducers to follow.

We provide a prose description of the first transducer presented below to facilitate the interpretation of
these FSTs more generally. In Turkish, rounding harmony propagates from left to right, targeting [+high]
vowels. In the FST below, the transducer first reads the beginning of word and root boundary symbols. Since
Turkish does not have productive prefixation, these two are adjacent. Next the FST reads the initial-syllable
vowel’s [round] feature in q2 and proceeds to q3 if that vowel is [+round] and to q4 if that vowel is [−round].
Within roots, round vowels may occur relatively freely, represented by the transitions between q3 and q4 . If
the root-final vowel is [+round], there are three options upon reaching the root-suffix boundary symbol. If the
word does not have any suffixes, the FST reads the end of word symbol and transitions from q5 to q7 , the final
accepting state. If, however, [+high] suffixes are present, transducer ouputs them as [+round], indicated by
the loop at q5 . Finally, if a suffix vowel is [−high], then rounding harmony does not apply and the suffix vowel
is output as [−round], as indicated by the transition from q5 to q6 . Note that since q6 has a loop, all following
suffix vowels will be output as [−round]. If, on the other hand, the final root vowel is [−round], upon reaching
the root-suffix boundary only two options exist. If no suffix vowels are present, the FST reads the end of word
symbol and transitions from q6 to q7 . If suffixes are present, the FST outputs them as [−round], looping back
to q6 after each vowel. After all input vowels have been read, the transducer reads the end of word symbol,
ending the mapping in q7 , the accepting state.
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Figure 9 Left-subsequential FST for Tutrugbu ATR harmony ( = root boundary; A = ATR)
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In the Digo data below, a single underlying H shifts to the penult (52b). Note that in (52b) the final two
syllables are realized as a rising-falling sequence. Below we treat them as a HL sequence. In a word containing
two underlying H tones, the first H shifts to the penult and the second H initiates spreading up to the penult
(52c).

(52)

Tonal spreading in Digo (underlying H are underlined)
a. ni-na+tsukur-a
“I am taking”
b. ni-na+a-tsukǔr-â “I am taking them”
c. a-na+á-tsúkúr-â “s/he is taking them”

Jardine (2016, §2.2.2) claims that the tonal pattern in Digo is unbounded circumambient. However, the pattern
is analyzable as left-subsequential, as we show in Figure 10. The transducer reads the input tape from left
to right, and spreads H from the second input H until the penultimate syllable. The analysis only requires
‘waiting’ two symbols upon reading an input H to ensure that the target for tone shifting (if only a single H
occurs), or the final target for tone spreading (if two H tones occur) is the penult. One reviewer suggests that,
when viewed as two separate patterns, tonal plateauing is still unbounded circumambient. As we’ve noted
earlier, the issue is that the computational approach that guides both our work and Jardine’s addresses the
total input-output mapping without assigning any formal status to individual patterns, like tone shifting or
tone plateauing. As a whole, the mapping is left-subsequential.
Moreover, we see no convincing evidence that the pattern in Xhosa is unbounded circumambient, either.
In Xhosa, (Kisseberth and Odden 2014, p. 67-68) notes that a single H shifts to the antepenult. In words
(or perhaps phrases) with more than one H, H spreads from the second underlying H to the antepenult, the
destination for leftmost tone shifting. Just like Digo, a left-subsequential transducer can trigger spreading from
the second H encountered up to the antepenult with only bounded lookahead, almost exactly like the Digo
analysis just sketched. Thus, neither Digo nor Xhosa convincingly instantiate unbounded circumambience.
{L,H}:H
q2

H:LH

q4

{L,H}:𝜆

q6

⋉:L⋉

q7

H:𝜆
𝜆
L:

start

q0

⋊

q1

H:LLH

H:𝜆

⋉:HL⋉
L

L
q3

q5
⋉

L
Figure 10 Subsequential FST of Digo (assuming that the rise-fall sequence on the final 2 TBUs is a HL
sequence)
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Left-subsequential FST for Turkana ATR harmony (A = dominant [−ATR] suffix)
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